Finger Flexion Contracture: First Manifestation of Gout
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Abstract

Introduction: Tophi can present as a first sign of hyperuricemia but literature has limited reports as far as flexor tendon contracture presenting as a first clinical sign of gout is concerned. We report a case of tophaceous gout with finger flexion contracture as its first sign.

Case Report: A 45 years old man presented in our out patient department with complaint of inability to extend middle finger of his left hand along with a mass growing over volar aspect of forearm for over few months. On physical examination a firm – hard mass around 2*2 cm was found over volar aspect of forearm just proximal to flexor retinaculum. MRI showed mass within tendon of FDS. Clinical suspicion of TB tenosynovitis, was kept as a first diagnosis followed by soft tissue neoplasm and subsequently surgical exploration was performed. A whitish chalky infiltration of tendon of FDS, synovial adhesion of other tendons along with median nerve embedded within hypertrophied synovium of flexor tendon noted. Patient underwent synovectomy and excision of tendon of FDS to middle finger Following histo-pathological evaluation a diagnosis of tophaceous gout was made with serum uric acid level being 8.6 mg/dl.

Conclusion: A review of the literature reveals that gouty arthritis of the wrist is rare in isolation. Gout at the wrist as the initial appearance of the condition occurs between 0.8 to 2% of all gout cases. Gout occurs when serum uric acid levels are persistently higher than 6.8mg/dl. Since tophaceous gout can be seen scarcely in well controlled hyper-uricaemic patient thus making preoperative diagnosis of intratendinous tophi even more strenuous.
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Introduction

Gout is an inflammatory arthritis caused by cellular deposition of monosodium urate crystal. Tophi are chalky, gritty accumulations of monosodium urate crystals that build up in soft tissue of an untreated gouty joint. The peak incidence of gout is between the ages of 30–50 with the prevalence increasing with age [1]. Gout is five times more common in men. Tophi can present as a first sign of hyperuricemia but literature has limited reports as far as flexor tendon tophaceous infiltration presenting as a first clinical sign of gout is concerned [2-4]. We report a rare case in which intratendinous tophaceous gout within the flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS) tendon could not
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be differentiated from tubercular tenosynovitis or neoplasm preoperatively more so as it was seen in a patient with no prior history suggestive of hyperuricemia.

Case report
A 45 years old man presented in our out patient department with complaint of inability to extend middle finger of his left hand along with a mass growing over volar aspect of forearm for over 2 months [Fig 1]. There was previous history of pain at wrist on finger movement which subsided gradually along with the decline in extension of middle finger. There was no associated history of fever, loss of weight or appetite, night sweats, malaise or fatigue. There was no history of trauma, pain in other joints of the body, morning stiffness of the back or hand joints, or continuous use of vibratory tools.

On physical examination a firm – hard mass around 2 * 2 cm was found over volar aspect of forearm just proximal to flexor retinaculum. It was non tender, non compressible, mobile at right angle to anatomical axis of forearm. Movement at wrist was normal with restriction of movement of middle finger in sagittal plane.

Laboratory findings showed all within normal limits except serum uric acid which was 8.6 mg/dl. And that brought a diagnosis of gouty tophi as among differentials. Findings on chest X-rays were normal. Right wrist joint X-ray showed no significant findings. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed that the mass was within the FDS which on axial T1 [Fig 2 ] appeared as heterogenous iso-intense lesion while on coronal T2 STIR [Fig 3] shown heterogenous mixed hypointense – hyperintense lesion. Clinical suspicion of Tubercular tenosynovitis, soft tissue neoplasm and tophaceous gout was made and subsequently surgical exploration was performed.

The patient was operated under brachial block. An incision along the flexor crease, extending further proximally while maintaining the longitudinal orientation taken. On longitudinal slit of thickened tendon sheath chalky white liquid emanated. On further exploration there was whitish chalky infiltration of tendon of FDS [Fig 4], FDS to middle finger because of heavy intratendinous infiltration of the tophus along with destruction of the tendinous tissue. Histopathological evaluation of the chalky white substance showed fibroconnective tissue showing hyalinized areas with evidence of saponification surrounded by palisades of foreign body type giant cells and chronic inflammatory cells. Needle like crystals are also seen [Fig 5]. All findings were consistent with the diagnosis of tophaceous gout. The postoperative course was uneventful with no remarkable functional deficit from the removal of the superficialis endon to the middle finger [Fig 6].

Discussion
Gout at the wrist as the initial appearance of the condition occurs between 0.8 to 2% of all gout cases. Gouty patients who are not treated have a 19–30% chance of developing gout in the wrist during their lifetime [5]. Gouty tophi presenting as mass are uncommon and often mistaken for a neoplasm. These nodules may not be recognized as tophi because the clinical diagnosis of gout in many instances is not straightforward. In the past reports, all intratendinous infiltrations of tophaceous gout occurred at the wrist and existed with carpal tunnel syndrome. We present an uncommon and unusual case of gout in the flexor tendon of wrist and existed with carpal tunnel syndrome. We present an
tenosynovectomy are required to debulk tophaceous deposits, improve smooth gliding of tendon and decompress nerves but primarily medical management to treat gout remains the gold standard. Short-term outcomes are consistently good [9,10] but the risk of rupture [11] or recurrency remain if medical control is not achieved.

Conclusion
A review of the literature reveals that gouty arthritis of the wrist is rare in isolation. Gout at the wrist as the initial appearance of the condition occurs between 0.8 to 2% of all gout cases. Gout occurs when serum uric acid levels are persistently higher than 6.8mg/dl. Since tophaceous gout can be seen scarcely in well controlled hyperuricaemic patient thus making preoperative diagnosis of intratendinous tophi even more strenuous.

Clinical Message
In Indian subcontinent tubercular tenosynovitis should be the first diagnosis followed by neoplasm and tophaceous gout. Tophaceous gout must be among the differentials even in absence of history of hyperuricemia.
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